
76800001
77000001
77200001
77400001
77600001
77800001
78000001
78200001

78400001
78600001
78800001
79000001
79200001
79400001
79600001
79800001

76820000
77020000
77220000
77420000
77620000
77820000
78020000
78220000

78420000
78620000
78820000
79020000
79220000
79420000
79620000
79820000

76820001
77020001
77220001
77420001
77620001
77820001
78020001
78220001

78420001
78620001
78820001
79020001
79220001
79420001
79620001
79820001

77000000
77200000
77400000
77600000
77800000
78000000
78200000
78400000

78600000
78800000
79000000
79200000
79400000
79600000
79800000
80000000

Al
B1
Cl
DI
El
Fl
GI
H1

A2
B2
C2
D2
E2
F2
G2
H2

80000001 80020000 80020001 80200000
80200001 80220000 80220001 80400000
80400001 80420000 80420001 80600000
80600001 80620000 80620001 80800000
80800001 80820000 80820001 81000000
81000001 81020000 81020001 81200000
81200001 81220000 81220001 81400000
81400001 81420000 81420001 81600000

81600001 81620000 81620001 81800000
81800001 81820000 81820001 82000000
82000001 82020000 82020001 82200000
82200001 82220000 82220001 82400000
82400001 82420000 82420001 82600000
82600001 82620000 82620001 82800000
82800001 82820000 82820001 83000000
83000001 83020000 83020001 83200000

A3
B3
C3
D3
E3
F3
G3
H3

A4
B4
C4
D4
E4
F4
G4
H4
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VARIETIES OF SERIES 1995
1 WEB NOTES

by BOB KVEDERAS, Sr. and BOB KVEDERAS, Jr.

HILE the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP) be-
gan production of Series 1995 $1 Federal Reserve
Notes in May 1995, it was not until four months later,

in September 1995, that they produced the first Series 1995
$1 web notes. In the ten-month period ending in July 1996,
the BEP would produce a grand total of 50,560,000 Series 1995
web notes. These notes would prove to be the final produc-

tion of an unsuccessful experiment. Ironically, as production
ceased, web notes were becoming increasingly popular among
collectors.

The BEP produced Series 1995 $1 web notes for only the
Boston, New York, Cleveland, and Atlanta Federal Reserve
Districts. Two runs of 6,400,000 notes each were produced for
Boston in September 1995 in the A-C block. Run 6 included

TABLE 1 A-D SERIAL NUMBER RANGES FOR RUN 13
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Figure 1. A-D Run 13 web-regular-web set.
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TABLE 2 SERIES 1995 BLOCKS AND PLATE USAGE BY RUN

A-C
6

A-C
7

D-C
11

F-D
14

F-D
15

B-H
6

B-H
8

A-D
13

2-8 2-8 2-8 2-8 3
4-8 4-8 1
5-8 5-8 5-8 5-8 3
6-8 6-8 6-8 6-8 3
7-8 7-8 1
1-9 1-9 1-9 1-9 1-9 4
2-9 2-9 2-9 2-9 2-9 2-9 2-9 2-9 7
3-9 3-9 1
4-9 4-9 4-9 4-9 3
5-9 5-9 5-9 2
1-10 1-10 1-10 1-10 1-10 1-10 5
2-10 2-10 2-10 2
3-10 3-10 3-10 2
4-10 4-10 4-10 4-10 3
5-10 5-10 1
1-12 1-12 1
5-12 5-12 1
6-12 6-12 2

5 5 6 6 7 6 5 5	 45

serials from A32000001C to A38400000C and Run 7 included
serials from A38400001 C to A44800000C. Two runs were pro-
duced for Atlanta in November 1995, in the RD block. Run
14 included serials from F83200001D to F89600000D, while
Run 15 included serials from F89600001D to F96000000D.
One run of 6,400,000 notes was also produced in November
1995 for Cleveland as Run 11 in the D-C block with serials
from D64000001C to D70400000C. These were the only web
notes of any series for the Cleveland District. Five months later,
in April 1996, two runs were produced for New York in the B-
H block. Run 6 included serials from B32000001H to
B38400000H, while Run 8 included serials from B44800001H
to B51260000H.

In July 1996 a final run of 6,400,000 notes was to have been
produced for the Boston District as Run 13 in the A-D block
with serial numbers in the A76800001D to A83200000D
range. As it turned out, there remained only 180,000 sheets of
web note stock available for overprinting. The BEP then used
20,000 sheets of regular note stock to fill out the run. The re-
sult was a 6,400,000-note run, with intermixed serial num-
bers, consisting of 5,760,000 web-fed notes and 640,000
regular sheet-fed $1 Federal Reserve Notes. This intermixing
of web and regular notes produced the unusual serial number
ranges shown in Table 1. Because of the intermixing of serial
numbers it has been relatively easy for collectors to put to-
gether web-regular-web sets of notes, as shown in Figure 1, or
even regular-web-regular sets. Notice that it be should pos-
sible for some extremely lucky collector to find one of the thirty-
two regular-to-web changeover pairs. Most will be happy to
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have a pair, one hundred or even one thousand serials apart.
Though the figures in Table 1 have been generated from data
in official BEP production reports, there remains a possibility
that the actual numbers of sheets of each type of stock may
have been rounded off. Further reporting and analysis of ob-
served serial numbers may modify the changeover numbers.

During Series 1995 production, the BEP used seven face
plates, numbered 1 through 7. The four back plates used were
8, 9, 10, and 12. Apparently, back plate 11 was not used. It is
probable that back plate 8 has the unique distinction of being
the only plate to produce notes for all three series of web notes.
The face-back matings of the seven face and four back plates
resulted in eighteen different combinations. These combina-
tions are as follows: 2-8, 4-8, 5-8, 6-8, 7-8, 1-9, 2-9, 3-9, 4-9,
5-9, 1-10, 2-10, 3-10, 4-10, 5-10, 1-12, 5-12, and 6-12.

Collectors have several options for assembling sets of Series
1995 web notes. The simplest would be a four-note set con-
sisting of one note from each of the four districts mentioned
above. A five-note set would include Boston district notes from
the A-C and the A-D blocks. Almost as easy, would be an eight-
note set to include all of the eight different production runs.
For collectors interested in plate combinations, a set of all eigh-
teen reported combinations should be a bit more difficult to
assemble. If one seeks an even greater challenge, a 34-note set
could be pursued. This set would include every plate combi-
nation used in each of the five known web blocks.

For the truly avid, there is an ultimate challenge. The
definitive Series 1995 web note set would include one note

for each plate combination, for each district, and for each run,
and a non-web note from Run 13 of the A-D block. As of this
writing, collectors and researchers have reported a confirmed
total of 45 such plate and district combinations. Table 2 shows
the confirmed plate and district combinations. Total usages
for each plate combination are shown in the right-hand col-
umn and for each run on the bottom line.

Despite the end of web note production, the future of web
note collecting appears bright. The notes are popular, easily
recognized by knowledgeable collectors, and readily available
in all grades of condition. The three series provide a wide range
of challenges for avid or even casual collectors. Even though
some of the rarities have reached legitimately high prices, there
is enough moderately priced material on the market to satisfy
collectors at all levels of interest.

The information provided in this and the preceding articles
has been collected and analyzed by several paper money en-
thusiasts, based on observations and data from innumerable
sources. There is still room for refinement of this information.
Readers are encouraged to send any updates, additions, cor-
rections, or comments to: Bob Kvederas, P.O. Box 34, Titusville,
FL 32781-0034.
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OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this article is to describe how the letters Y and
Z could be used as plate letters on $10 national bank notes.
Along the way we will review how plate letters were assigned
to national bank note plates.

THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon    

LETTERING CONVENTIONS
LATE letters have always been used on national bank
note face plates. The primary purpose for the letters
was to differentiate between the subjects of the same

denomination on a given plate. The advancement of plate let-
ters on replacement plates was a Bureau of Engraving and Print-
ing innovation that commenced in 1878, during printing the
Series of 1875. Plate lettering conventions became standard-
ized by the time the Series of 1882 was introduced. The fol-
lowing guidelines had evolved by then.

1. Each denomination had an independent lettering
sequence.

2. The lettering began at A with the start of each new series
for each bank.

3. Lettering advanced consecutively down the plate, and
then from plate to plate in the order in which the plates
were made.

4. Plate letters reverted to A if the bank title changed or the
bank reassumed an earlier charter number. Letters did
not change on territorial plates that were altered into state
plates.

5. Plate letters were advanced on existing Series of 1882 and
Series of 1902 plates when they were altered to the "or
other securities" variety with the introduction of the date
back types in 1908.

The important fact here is that each denomination had is
own lettering sequence which threaded through all the plates
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